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In uncertain times, seize opportunity
If the economy has you down, there is
reason to keep your chin up. It’s not bad
news for every lawyer and every practice
area, in fact it’s good news for some.
Recently, I went back and read some of
the articles and presentations I wrote from
2008 until early 2010 — Crisis vs. Opportunity, Are you going to lead or follow? and
so on. I find not a lot has changed since
then. There is still a lot of uncertainty out
there. And there is a lot of opportunity.
So what to do? Get busy. Your competitors are likely feeling the same way you
are. They are worried about their billable
hour targets and where the next file is
going to come from. What can you do to
get ahead of them? There are three key
areas on which you should focus. If you are
not busy with your billable hours, what do
you have to lose?
The first key area is to shore up and
strengthen current client relationships by
looking for ways to add more value to your
services and approach. Get your rolodex
out and look at your top clients. Give them
a call, schedule a lunch, send them an
email and get together. Find out how the
doom and gloom mentality in the media is
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affecting them. What’s on their mind?
Where is their stress? Where are the
opportunities for you to help them alleviate that stress? If nothing else, this will
show you care and help to solidify your
relationship with them. You might however just stumble upon a pressing need,
one where you can help.
Last month, I attended a Legal Marketing Association event in Vancouver covering the Association of Corporate Counsel
(ACC) Value Challenge. The main speaker
was Fred Krebs, a consultant with the
ACC. The ACC launched their value challenge back in 2008 just ahead of the recession. Their aim was to reduce costs and
add value, increase productivity, and
improve outcomes. As Krebs mentioned
when the recession hit, it bolstered this
effort and as a result more and more firms
were listening and willing to try new
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things to shore up existing relationships
with clients, as well as develop new ones.
On the topic of adding value, here is a
link to the top 51 things you can do to add
value according to ACC and its members:
http://www.acc.com/legalresources/
resource.cfm?show=939328.
And according to Krebs, ACC members
report their outside counsel does not
understand the pressure they are under
in-house. What can you do? Find out
more. Learn more about the pressures
they face so you can alleviate some or all of
them. Yes this is going to take time, and
yes its hard work. Then again, if you are
not busy right now with billable hours,
what else are you doing?
Second is to get your name and face out
in front of more potential clients. Whether
it’s networking, presenting, or publishing
relevant articles in publications that target
your ideal markets, the idea is to get your
face and name in front of as many people
as possible. But that’s not enough either.
Find ways to build relationships.
Recently one of my clients discovered
her clients create internal newsletters and
distribute them to their members. Her
client gave her precise information on
topics that would be highly valuable to
that organization. All she had to do was
ask. So now my client is approaching her
top prospects with this same approach:
“What can I do for you?” “What would be
a topic of interest?” “What valuable information is missing for your people?” “How
can I help you educate your people?”
What a great way to introduce yourself.
Instead of going on about your expertise,
demonstrate it and at the same time give
your prospects something they need, and

an excuse to give you a call when something comes up. So make a targeted list of
companies or people you would like to do
work for and approach them in this valueadded way. Make a list of relevant publications to contribute to, and look for events
where you can present valuable and relevant information to prospects. And then
get out there and do it.
The third approach I recommend you
take is to look for ways to become more
innovative in how you offer and deliver
your services. Going back to point one,
after you have taken the time to learn
more about your clients, their needs, the
big picture, you are far more likely to
identify areas where you can improve the
ways you serve your clients. These may
include any number of things, alternative
billing arrangements, communication,
avoiding redundancies, streamlining processes, delegating certain files down to
where they can most cost-effectively be
delivered and so on.
The point here is talk with your clients.
What you learn from them will not only
serve you in better serving them, but these
new approaches can easily be used for
leads. There is great opportunity out there
right now.
So pick you head up from your desk and
get busy. Your competition is likely paralyzed with fear and won’t be doing much in
the way of business development or marketing over the next few months to a year.
This leaves incredible gaps and openings
for you. n
Gary Mitchell works with lawyers to help
them increase revenues through business
development and marketing efforts.

